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**Samsung Announces Gear 360, a New Virtual Reality Camera**

The South Korean manufacturer, which is the world’s largest phone maker by units, on Sunday announced two new Galaxy smartphones along with Gear 360, a camera for recording virtual reality videos. The company made the announcements at the Mobile World Congress, one of the tech industry’s largest events for mobile products, held in Barcelona, Spain.

The Gear 360 accompanies Samsung’s Gear VR, the virtual reality headset that the company developed with Facebook’s Oculus, which was released in November. The Gear 360 has two cameras — one on the front and one on the back — to allow consumers to shoot 360-degree videos. The videos can then be viewed through the Gear VR, which works only with Samsung’s Galaxy phones.

**Mobile World Congress kicks off in Barcelona.**

More than 90,000 technology and telecommunications insiders will gather in Barcelona, Spain, starting on Monday for a four-day trade event at which many companies like Samsung will show off their latest wireless gadgets, including smartphones and so-called wearable devices. The conference will also give tech heavy hitters like Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook’s chief executive, an opportunity to schmooze with telecom executives, as both industries — in search of new revenue — increasingly encroach into each other’s territory. —Mark Scott
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